Introduction
Since the resurgence of neural networks, there has been much interest in the macroscopic behaviour of simple mathematical models of memory. The Hopfield model [l] in particular has been widely used to capture some features of human memory, such as content-addressability and error tolerance. Other neural network models have been proposed to =$del icatures of human memory [2,3,4] as well. The properties of many such models have been extensively studied in their own right, hut how good are they as models of human memory?
The a m e r to this question lies in comparisons between the psychological data on the hzhanour Of human memory and the behaviour of the models. Although the motivation for constructing neural network models of memory comes from the microscopic level of neurobiology, their utility lies UI the similarity of the macroscopic properties they exhibit. As most neural networks are crude idealizations of neurophysiology at best, it seems crucial that they capture the phenomena correctly. A number of researchers have studied neural network models in a variety of psychological domains, including Wasoro One of the simplest and most widely used memory tasks is that of list learning.
Data has been collected on performance under an extremely wide range of conditions. In particular there is detailed information on the relative likelihood of errors occurring at different positions in a list. We attempt to model t h e e experiments using Hopfieldtype networks and to "pare the errors made (as a function of position) with the
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N Burgcss et a1 psychological data. We also consider the mechanisms responsible for the behaviour of the model and briefly review some of the explanations of the psychological data.
The task of bearing or seeing and then recalling a list of items involves processing on many levels a d by many different systems. However, storage of the internal representations of presented items is one of the most fundamental steps involved in these experiments. This is what we model here. At the p;esent state of knowledge, it is not possib:e to produce a more complete theory that is even approximately accurate at all levels of complexity. ' Ib model high-level brain functions such as memory we must make gross approximations at the neurobiological level. The construction of even very Crude models of memory from such simplified building blocks presumes that the macroscopic behaviour shown is not crucially dependent on the microscopic details.
Of course, as more detailed neurobiological information on the relevant structures of the brain become available, models and explanations of psychological phenomena become more constrained. There has been much progress in this direction, see
Morris [SI.

Review of list learning experiments
Simple (homogeneous) lists
The basic elements of a list learning experiment are as follows. The subject is presented with a list of items, such as words, one by one, and is then asked to recall them either immediately or after doing some other task. Recall can be free' in which items can be recalled in any order, or 'serial' in which the items must he recalled in the order of presentation. The types of items used and the way in which they are presented can be varied as can their presentation rate. Our model will try to reproduce the typical features of a list learning experiment under free recall. There is a wealth of data on different versions of these experiments. One reason for this degree of interest is that the free recall task was taken as providing evidence that human memory consists of at least two separate stores [9] (of which mcre below). An overview of the subject for non-experts can be found in [lo] and [HI. We outline here some of the features of most interest to us. Figure 1 shows a typical graph of the probability of correctly recalling an item from a particular position in the lit. This is called a serial position curve. When recall is immediate, this curve-raised at both ends and flat in the middle-occurs under'a very wide range of conditions. This shape IS characteristic of the curve irrespective of whether the items are words or nonsense, presented quickly or slowly or even if the subject is drunk or sober. The tendencies for items at the beginning or at the end of a list to be recalled better than the other items are known as primacy and recency respectively.
Recency typically extends over the last two to five items and is unaffected by factors like the rate of presentation or the familiarity of the subject with the items or by the overall length of the list. However, if recall is not immediately after presentation but after some intervening task like simple arithmetic then the recency effect is no longer present, although the remasder of the serial postion curve is unaffected. The rest of the curve, including the primacy region, is affected by the rate of presentation and the number and type of item used. Here recall is better for words that are well-known or slowly presented and for shorter lists. However, none of these factors influence recall in the recency region of the curve.
There are many theories in psychology for the explanation of these effects which are dealt with in more detail elsewhere [11, 12] . However, the two models to have received the most attention historically are interference theory and the two-Syjtem model. A very brief outline of these follows.
In the two-system model proposed by Atkinson and Shitfrin [9] items initially go into a short-term store (STS) from which they are transferred into a permanenf longterm store (~m). A control p r o w of rehearsal can be used to prolong the storage of an item in STS and hence increase the probability of it begin transferred M LTS.
The sm has a limited capacity; the Grst item in is the first one out. Thus the recall of the last few items in the list is boosted by their being in the sTS. This offers an explanation of recency. The disappearance of recency when recall is not immediate is explained by subsequent material displacing the last few items from the STS. The explanation of primacy in this model is that rehearsal of the memory trace takes place as soon as it has been presented, so that earlier patterns tend to be rehearsed more. Rehearsal could be conscious or suhconscious (see discussions of the 'articulatory loop' [10,11]) ; it is thought to be cumulative in that previous items are rehearsed whenever a new item is rehearsed Interference theory maintains that there is but a single memory store. It holds that forgetting is caused by the memory trace becoming obscured by others rather than simply decaying with time. It was found that the recall of a l i t of items was impaired by the learning of a second list before recall 1131. This tendency of a later list to interfere with the recall of an earlier one is called retrmctive interference or RI. The interference of an earlier list with the recall of a later one is called proactive interference Or PI 1141. In both cases the more similar the contents of the lists are the greater the effect is. We will look at this more closely in the next section.
Interference theory can also be used to explain forgetting within a single list of itzms. Thus, recency is due to RI between items within a list (as there are fewer subsequent items to interfere with the later items). Primacy is due to PI between items kithiin a list (as there are fewer previously learned items to interfere with the earlier items). When recall is not immediate but follows an intervening task, the
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RI on the last few items is increased and PI has more time to build up so that the recency disappears [15].
Lisrr of dijferent lypes of items and release from proactive inhi6ition
In the above discussion, there was no account of the actual content of the lists. The items in the lists were taken as being equivalent. This is appropriate when the items are digits or taken from some other homogeneous List of words. However, a number of effects have been observed when the items can be more or less similar with the other items, either similar in sound or similar in meaning.
An interesting piece of evidence for interference theory is the phenomenon of release from proactive inhibition (RPI) [16]. In this the subject is given a series of trials involving the recall of semantically similar items. PI builds up rapidly during the experiment, causing recall to deteriorate after the first trial. However, when the type of item is changed recall is dramatically improved for the next trial: the recall has been 'reieased' from the PI by the change to dissimilar items. The eEect is more marked when compared to a control in which the typ$ of item is the same within a trial, but is always changed on the subsepent trial. Thus, PI does not have a chance to build up. An example experiment is shown in figure 2 Here each group is given three words to remember per trial. For the control (labelled 4A) the category was changed every trial; for the test group (labelled 4s) the category was changed every seventh trial. The change in type of item could be between words and digits, or between words from different semantic categories (e.g. animals, drinks, plants, etc If the storage capacity is not exceeded, the model^ functions as a contentaddressable memory. When a noisy version of one of the stored patterns is input, the System relaxes to a pattern very close to the Stored one: However, when the number Of stored pattem exceeds the strorage capaciq, the system relaxes to a degraded version of the stored pattern. The greater the number of stored patterns, the greater ac, d c p e l j spoii the r&&iis&p beiween ppiierw for "n"ekai& is the degradation. For N very large, this transition is very sharp; the system catastrophically forgets everything when more than a,N patterns are stored. However, for N not very large, the forgetting is gradual. A number of researchers have modified the Hopfield model to act as a working memoly. In these models, the memory acts as a buffer: it can hold up to a , N memories, each one stored more or less equally (there is a slight degradation of the pattern which has been in the buffer longest), and when the storage capacity is exceeded, the earliest patterns are forgotten completely. In these models a, is less than in the Hopfield model, typically 01 w 0.05 [24] . These models show perfect recency.
There have been two approaches to achieve this. that have different probabilities of being strengthened or weakened during learning in which primacy and recency can be seen. In order to reproduce the experiments on list learning, we must introduce mechanisms for primacy and recency, and a way of producing the similarity effects. The simplest way to produce primacy in the model is for the input of a new pattern to cause the magnitude of each weight to be increased in proportion to itself. Thus the learning of each new pattern is accompanied by a reinforcement of the present state of each weight (ie. a reinforcement of the previously stored patterns) which will tend to cause primacy. The psychological interpretation is of passive cumulative rehearsal or consolidation.
The source of recency we use is that of the Hopfield-Parisi model; the magnitude of the weights is bounded. This seems the most natural source of recency, and Clearly makes forgetting of early items an interference phenomena. The alternative is to use a different learning factor for each pattern to produce vinually any serial position curve. Of course putting the required behaviour into 3 model by hand and producing it again does not seem very productive. We would prefer a model involving a smaii number of parameters which showed plausible emergent behaviour.
We introduce two parameters to control the relative strengths of these two effects. Let the sue of the change of weights due to new information be E. The factor hy which previously stored patterns are reinforced is y. If y equais one, there is no reinforcement of previous patterns and the model is equivalent to the Hopfield-Parisi model. If y is bigger than one, there is reinforcement; if y is less than one, there is actual decay of previous items.
The relative strength of the mechanisms for primacy and recency is conveniently parametrized by the ratio x* = E / ( y -1). It is the interplay between the two mechanisms for primacy and recency which gives rise to much of the rich set of behaviour described below.
These two effects are expressed mathematically in the updating rule for the weights. This is the essential equation of the model, and is,
The similarity effects are modelled by allowing correlations to occur between patterns. This is discussed further in section 4.2.
The basic experiment we are modelling is as follows: the subject is ready for the experiment at t = 0. At each time step (t = 1.2,. . .) the subjcct is presented with an item (e.g. they hear a word). At time t = p, the experiment ends and the subject IS asked to recall the items (in any order). Note that p is the number of patterns presented to the subject. After several sucn trials a serial position curve can be plotted showing the average fraction of items correctly recalled versus their position in the list. The model is a fully interconnected network of N units S, taking values f l . The weights of the connections J,] between UN@ i and j were initially zero (1.e. starting with a so-called tabula rasa; see the discussion in section 5).
Presentation of the list of p items was modelled by setting the units S, to be successively equal to patterns activity t: These patterns are 'learnt' by updating the weights according to equation (1) .
Recall of a pattern IS modelled purely by testing how well stored it is. The units are set to a noisy version of the pattern (the amount of noise being the fraction of units that have changed sign; we take this to be 0.2) and then relax sequentially under the dynamics: until a stationary state S' is reached for which eqnation (2) is true for all i. The recall overlap ,=I is interpreted as a measure of how well pattern v is remembered. All 'recall overlaps' m y subsequently shown have been averaged using ten ditferent noisy versions of the N Burgess et ol pattern to be recalled. This of course assumes much higher-level processing by other systems. The bare pattern completion/recognition task on the internal representation t: (measured by m u ) might represent a basic step in recall. We do not, however, have a detailed model for the mechanism of recall itself, only storage (although such a mechanism is probably essential to understand all of the phenomena, as we discuss in the final section).
Here we will study the behaviour of the model in two ways. We will do numerical simulations to determine the types of behaviour shown by the network. In section 5 we will characterize the behaviour of the model in terms of its parameters hy considering the distribution of the weights using simple arguments.
The serial positinn curves
Simple lists
In thb section we show the serial position curves for our model with various parameter values (from numerical simulations) and explain them descriptively. A more detailed analysis is given in section 5, and in reference [32] .
There are three free parameters in the model, E, y, and N . The first controls the change in the weights when a new pattern is stored. Thus, it is associated with recency. The second controls the amount which old patterns are reinforced, and is associated with primacy. The tbkd parameter is N, the number of nodes in the network This parameter controls the capacity of the network. The relative importance of E and y is expressed in an aaaitionai parameter 0. = e/(? -1).
There ace essentially two causes of failure to recall a pattern in this model. Since the memories are stored in the weights, the model will fail to reall a pattem when the weights are not sufficiently strongly correlated with that pattern. How the strength of storage depends upon order within a Iht is controlled by the parameters E and y. These faro parameters can be adjusted so ils to make either the patterns at the beginning of the list or at the end of the list most influence the weights.
The second mechanism for forgetting is interference with other stored patterns.
Tbh is very weU known in Hopfield-type models and is the cause of the finite storage capacity of the models. The importance of interference is effectively controlled 3y N, stored in the weights, interference causes all patterns to be forgotten when more than 2 N patterns are stored [33]. In the large-N limit, this leads to catastrophic forgetting, Le. the transition from from good recall to total forgetting is ahrupt. When N is finite the forgetting is gradual. The storage capacity, the maximum number of pattern9 which the model can store, typically scales with N. It is expressed in terms of ac which is defined to be the maximum number of patterns stored divided by N, p , / N . This capacity depends upon the storage rule and correlations between the patterns. In our system, it will be determined via simulations.
In order to understand the relative strength of storage of the patterns in the weights, consider the distribution of weights P ( J i , ) . Initially all the weights are set to zero. As each pattern is input the weights are updated according to equation (1).
The initial distribution P ( J i , ) is a spike at zero, this broadens as patterns are learnt. The broadening continues until a significant fraction of weights reach f1 which they cannot exceed.
> 1 in equation (1) 
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The number of patterns which can be stored depends upon E and y in a way which is discussed in section 5.
A typical serial position curve for z* < 1 is shown in figure 4. It shows permanent primacy (or 'imprinting'). In fact, there is some storage of recent patterns so long as the magnitudes of the weights are less than one. In the long-time limit, only the first n, say, patterns are remembered. For shorter times, more than that number can be recalled.
Recency can occur when I* > 1 . In this case, the sign of a weight can always be changed by subsequent pattems. However, due to the fact that the weights are bounded at f l , the weights become decorrelated with the earlier stored patterns. This is because recent patterns can cause the weights to change sign. In this regime, the model shows recency, as in the Hopfield-Parisi model. A typical curve is shown in figure 5 . weights are nearly zero; these more strongly influence the sign of the weights than later patterns. As the :lumber of patterns stored increases, the recall of the earlier patterns (i.e. the primacy) deteriorates as more weights change sign. The recall of the most recent patterns (i.e. the recency) is not affected by the list length. See figure 5.
The duration of the primacy and recency portions of the cuwes can be adjusted more or less independently via the parameters. Thus the relative amounts of primacy and recency are noi determined by the model. Since time does not appear explicitly in the model, the disappearance of recency when there is a task before recall can be modelled by the presentation of irrelevant patterns. It is clear from figure I that this will model the lack of recency in experiments in which the subject is given a task between hearing the list and recalling it. However, it should be noted that this would be accompanied by a slightly greater decrease in primacy than is observed in human data. This mechanism might be interpreted as the task displacing items from a limited buffer rather than as a hulld-up of proactive inhibition.
Lists of different types of item and correlnted pattems
In this section, we describe a model in which the items in the lists can be smilar or dissimilar to the other items in the lists. We will use this to model the experiments in which there is proactive interference between similar items in lists, but no interference between dissimilar items. These experiments were described in section 2.2, and include the so-called release from protective inhibition RPI effect and the Von Restoff effect
In these experiments, the items to be recalled come from classes; items in the of the items could be numbers, others could be the names of flowers, and so forth.
To model similarity of item, we use correlated patterns, whereas dissimilar patterns are uncorrelated. This asumes that the internal representations of similar items will themselves be similar. Proactive inhibition is observed when a subject undergoes many'successive trials (learning and recalling a short list) and the type item used is changed every few trials (see figure 2 ). ' Ib model the experiment in figure 2 we presented the network with fi m a r s . MLII urai wmlsreu OL rearuing ani3 remiiig tiire mrreiaied paiierns. The class from which the correlated pattem were drawn was changed every seventh trial Thus four different classes of 18 correlated patterns were used. The connection weights were not reset to zero between lists. The wntrol experiment in figure 2 was also modelled: changing the class of pattern every trial.
The change of the weights is still governed by equation (1). However, we took y = 1 (i.e. the straightforward Hopfield-F'arisi model) to model these experiments because the reasons for putting y > 1 in the model of learning a single list (to model rehearsal or consolidation see the discussion in secticn 6) do not apply to patterns from previous trials (i.e. those that have already been recalled). We were interested in modelling the overall change in performance between trials rather than the details of each trial. (XI exactly reproduce the serial position curyes within each trial we would probably need some reinforcement of the storage of patterns in a list but only
In figure 7 the full line shows the results of the simulation of ths experiment, the broken l i e shows the simulation of a control experiment in which the category is changed every trial. The recall of a trial was taken to be the average recall of the three items in a trial. We modelled the Von Restor8 effect by learning a l i t of ten patterns from one correlation class and one unwrrelated pattern Recall occurred after all eleven patterns had been presented. The recall overlap for the unwrrelated pattern was (unsurprisingly) better than for the correlated patterns for cases that we tried.
The recall performance of the network is best for the first trial and successively worse for later ones. There is new primacy each time a new class of correlated patterns is presented. This behaviour does not occur m the control expenment or in a final recall test of all the patterns used (this showed only recency). These results the absence of RPI in a final free recall of items is interpreted as evidence that RPI is a recall phenomenon. Our experiment also showed this, but caused by strength of storage only, as our model has no seperate mechanism of recall.
Essentially the main cause of interference with the storage of a pattern wmes from other patterns in the same category. Thus recall performance deteriorates within a class, and at the beginning of a set of trials from a new class recall is relatively good again. The ancestor pattern from each class becomes more strongly stored with the piesentation of each pattern from that class (even though it is never presented itself).
Eventually the ancestor pattern becomes so strongly stored that it dominates all the individual patterns. The basins of attraction for the individual patterns in a class are slowly lost in the growing basin of attraction of the ancestor pattern. Finally all that can be remembered are the wmmon features of a class and none of the detail. The fact that that these models remember the common aspects of a set of comelated pattems; and, in fact, eventually remember the common aspect at the q e n s e of the pattems which it has actually seen is wmmon to many Hebbian learning rules. This has lead many investigators to invent other rules which are more efficient at storing correlated pattems [33,34,35]. However, we note that the same effect has been observed in humans, see for example Pmner and Keele (361, in which a protolype visual dot pattern was as well recognized as pattems actually seen. In addition, the deterioration of the storage of individual pattems in a class compared to the storage of the common feature of the class has been used to model prosopagnosia [SI, which is a deficit in recogniziig individnals while recognition of categories is unimpaised.
Mathematical analysis
In this section, we present a simple analysis which allows prediction of the behaviour of the model as a function of the parameters. In principle, the techniques of replicas [6] could be used to calculate the serial position curves descnbed in previous sections. However, much of the curve comes from k i t e size effects, which makes such a calculation difficulr. Instead, we rely on simple arguments to explain how the behaviour of the model depends on the various parameters. The effects of y and e are found from the distribution of the weights P( J,, ) and correlations of the weights with stored patterns. Storage capacity is found from signal-to-noise analysis or simply from (he the numerical simulations themselves.
Simple lis&
It is useful to define four parameters to characterize the behaviour of the network 1. x ' = E/(Y -I), a measure of the relative strength of the mechanisms for primacy and recency. 2. p(l), the number of pattem stored before a significant fraction of weights reach the values *I from their initial value of zero.
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3. p(x'), the number of patterns stored before a significant fraction of weights reach the values fx' (this is only defined for x' < 1).
4. pg, the first passage 'time', i.e. the average number of patterns stored before the value of a weight changes from -1 to +1 (this is only defined for x* > 1).
These are, of course, functions of the three independent parameters y, E, and N. First, consider the case LT. 4 1. It is easy to see from equation (1) that when the magnitude of a weight exceeds I*, the magnitude of that weight cannot decrease.
The sign of that weight is determined at that point. Thus, we argue that the amount of pattern storage is set by p(x') so long as the storage capacity is not exceeded. An intensive number of patterns will be stored when pi . > p(z'); and only the first p(z') patterns will be stored in the longtime limit. Time is measured by the number of patterns input; in this case long time means long compared to p(1). If the number of patterns input is less than p ( I*), all patterns will be stored; ii the number of patterns input is between p( x') and p( l), then some pnmacy will be present. Obviously, if p , << p(x*), then the system will behave like the overloaded Hopfield model and forget catastrophically. Primacy with an extensive number of patterns stored is also passible. The storage capacity has been determined in numerical slmulations. The value was found to be close to that of the Hopfield-Parisi model, O L~ = 0.05.
We estimate the quantity p(x*) by finding the p such that the second moment of the weights is equal to xf2. It is straightforward to see (ignoring the effects of the bounds at f l ) that
This result is derived in the appendix. This equation determines the boundary between the primacy regime and the forgetting regime. Extensive pattern storage is possible when y scales l i e and r goes to zero to make x* less than 1.
Likewise, p(1) is estimated by setting the second moment to one. Thls yields, IC[l+ ( 7 2 -1)/4
These two parameters determine the number of patterns stored in the primacy regime. When the number of patterns seen by the system is much larger than p(1) most of the weights are pegged at the values f l . The number of patterns stored is p(x') and no additional patterns can be stored. For example, in figure 4 about five patterns are stored and p(x') is 5.3. When the number of patterns is betwein pix') and p(l), many of the weights are between x* and 1 and there can he some storage of new items. In this case the number of patterns stored exceeds p(x'). If the number of patterns input is smaller than p(x'), then all patterns are stored. Of course, when the number of patterns input exceeds the storage capacity all patterns are lost.
For x* > 1 the sign of a weight . I , , can always be changed by subsequent patterns. However, once a weight has reached a value near to fl it remains near Neural network models of lisr learning to i 1 for several time steps. The average number of patterns learnt before a weight J,, changes sign from -1 to +1 is the first passage time, p~.
The first passage time gives an estimate of how long the system takes to forget.
As a finite fraction of the weights have chanked si@ within this time, the weights have become decorrelated with patterns input more than time prp, ago. ' RY put it mother way, the first passzge time gives us an indication of th: relatwe amounts of time the value of a weight spends near to zero compared to fl. '3nce a pattern can influence those weights which are near zero, this timescale gives an indication of how much a pattem will influence the weights.
If we accept the above explanation of forgetting, then the first padage time as a function of the parameters determines the boundaly between the recency and catastrophic forgetting regimes. When pfp << p , the last pfp patterns will be stored, when p g w p , no patterns will he stored after many patterns have been input. The precise evaluation of the first passage time in equation (1) is not trivial. It is tempting to approxunate the equation by the Langevin equation and use the well known Arrhenius result (371 for a particle escapmg Over a barrier potential V(z) = -$cy -1)x2. However, this is not correct due to the fact that the noise is bounded. The Arrherius result assumes Gaussian noise which can surmount any barrier if one waits long enough. The bounded noise of equation (1) can only push a particle over barriers smaller than a certain height. This is why if a weight exceeds I*, it cannot escape. A consequence of this is that the first passage time diverges as x* tends to one from above. (It is clea? that the first passage time must diverge at I* = 1 because in that case when a weight gets to fl it sticks).
For I* w 1 the h h e n i u s result is a good approximation to pfp The Arrhenius equation gives the time for a particle to surmount a barrier due to thermal activation as proportional to e x p ( A E / k T ) where A E is the height of the barner, k is Bolamann's constant, and T is the temperature. This can be derived from equation ( As I* -+ 1, we can compute the divergence term by expanding in the possible noise configurations which take the particle over the barrier. The leading-order configuration is one which takes pi steps in the same direction, where p1 is the number of steps required io get from 1 to 0:
Thus, the leading contribution to the divergence is
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This is an upper hound for pfp, as in this amount of time, the escape is hound to occur. There is a minimal process to surmount the harrier, which is to get to the point where it takes more than one step to reach fl. This point is i ( 1 -E ) f y. From this we find a lower hound for the average first passage time:
In simulations, the secmd approximation gave better results; of course they exhihit the same divergence. In this regime, p ( l ) indicates the number of patterns which can he stored at the htginning of the List with little diminution. The first passage time determines the amount of patterns stored in recency when the number of patterns input is large compared to p ( l ) . For example, figure 5 shows storage of ahout four patterns in the recency parts of the curve. The a.pproximation T2 predicts 2.3 patterns recalled. Again, this assumes that the storage capacity is not exceeded, otherwise no patterns will be recalled.
It is in the region between the primacy and recency regimes that both can occur in the same experiment This area ofcurs for x* very to 1 and pfp very close to p,. Figure 8 may help to illustrate this. This picture shows the three regimes defined by what is recalled after a large number of patterns have been input. In this limit, either only the first patterns can he recalled, the last patterns can he recalled, or no patterns can he recalled. Because N is finite, the boundaries are not sharp; they sharpen as N grows. The boundary lines are determined hy p ( x * ) / a y , and p f p f a , . Figure 8 shows a plot of these parameters as a function of x*. They are actually functions of y and e, but io simpli the picture they are plotted here against the single variable by keepwg y fixed. Thus, the precise shape of the curves will vaty with y; these are examples. The point marked with a star indicates a set of parameters which exhihit both primacy and recency.
Correlated partems and inhomogeneous lists
In section 4 we used the learning -3f correlated patterns to model experiments involving different types of items. We took y = I , consequently an approximate analysis of of the model in terms of signal-to-noise ratio arguments. local field on site i in the network after t patterns have been learnt in total is: If the network is put into one of the memory states, say pattem { t : ) then the Since the unit at S, obeys the dynamics S,(t + 1) = s g n ( h , ( t ) ) the 'signal' from pattern Ef for the state of the network to remain at pattern iq Sq(t) = ( h , ( t ) C ) , .
The 'noise' in the signal is e h n ru,
We will do this for the RPI experiment described in section 4.2.
As described in section 4.2 the patterns learnt: {€:", We w i l l calculate the signal-to-noise ratio R,*(t) for pattem E,", at the moment that it is recallzd.
In the RPI experiment recall of the previous three patterns occurred after the learning of every thud pattern (i.e. at the end of each 'trial' of three patterns). The correlation class of each pattern is changed every np patterns. Suppose that €:q is recalled at time t (notice that t must he a multiple of three). The t patterns learnt at time t include (s -l ) n p partems from different correlation classes and t -( s -l ) n p = t , patternsfronthesameclassas[:q ( t , = q , q + l o r q + z j . We In the control experiment the correlation class from which the patterns are taken is changed every trial. Thus the signal-to-noise ratio in the control experiment R:,(t) is given by
where t , is the number of patterns learnt from the correlation class of tu. Figure 9 shows the signal-to-noise ratio for each trial in the RPI experment at the time of its recall. The signal-to-noise ratio is the same for the three patterns in a trial (as t , is the same for each trial). Each trial is represented by ome point to facilitate comparison between figures 8 and 9. The fuU line shows the simal-to-noise ratio R,,(t) for each pattern in the experiment (i.e. { € i q , s = 1 , . . . , 4 , q = 1,. . . ,18) at the time il was recalled. The broken h e shows the signal-to-nohe ratio R,(t) for the relevant ancestor pattern at each recall. The dotted line shows R&(t) for the pattems UI the control experiment--where the correlation class of the pattern is changed after every trial.
We can see that for the first trial (Le. the first three patterns) the signal-to-noise ratio for a pattem is quite high; this will be well recalled. For the second trial the signal-to-noise ratio for a pattem is relatively low (although higher than for an ancestor pattern). By the third trial the ancestor pattem is as well stored as the individual patterns.
Looking at the simulations of the model in an RPI experiment (figure 8) we see that the recall overlap is good during the first trial from a class, much worse for the second trial and slightly better again fo: all subsequent trials from that class.
However, the recall overlap for trials time to six in a class is % f i x (the overlap oi patterns with their ancestorj indicating that the iinai state in eacn recaii is the ancestor pattern (which we have verified). Thus the above analysis does seem to paint the correct qualitative picture for the behaviour of the model (one obvious differeace is that the signal to noise ratio at the end of the experiment IS the same for all patterns-it does not show the recency observed in simulations which is due to using hounded weights). It also highlights the need for a more explicit model of recall which can interpret the recall overlaps in a neural network in terms of a senal position curve (per cent correct versus temporal psition).
The signal-to-noise ratio for patterns in a Von Restorff effect experiment (one pattern from one c!ass in a list of patterns all from another class) also indicate that the one distinct pattern will he better recalled than the others. This was also seen in simulations of the model (see section 4.2).
Wum the learning rule of sectioc 4.2 is used (Le. using bounded weights) it is not J , J ( t ) t~q €~q ) perform random walks on [l,l] , and the distribution P ( J , , ( t ) ) can be calculatedt (see [29] for P ( J , , ) for uncorrelated patterns). However, for many The primacy m the model is a result of two things: having y > 1 and setting the weights to be zero before the staff of the experiment (i.e. starting with rabula rum.) Recency is a natural consequence of using bounded weights as it is in the HopfieldParisi model. It is the interplay of these two features that makes the behaviour of the model so flexible. The plausibility of beginning learning with tabula raw has been questioned, see the discussion in (391. The start of a learning expemnent must be represented by some change in the model. Setting the initial state of the weights to be zero presumes some decay mechanism on a scale longer than the duration of the experiment The presence of primacy seems to indicate such a decay mechanism although an alternative is indicated by the RPI experiment The beginning of an experiment could be marked by a change in the type of input patterns.
The initial state of the weights also raises the question of whether the network should have any previous knowledge built in. lb start with tabula rasa implies that either the subject's vocabulary is stored in a different system (affecting the pre-and post-processing assumed in our model) or that we are modelling the learning of previously unseen items. Learning experiments in lists of gobbledegook also show the usual bowed serial position curve [MI.
Free recall and delayed free recall
Comparison of figures 1 and I shows that our model is consistent with the typical serial position curves from free recall experiments in psychology. Performance of a task before r e d l (which causes the disappearance of recency) is modelled by the netmrk learning redundant patterns. However, this model is not entirely accurate because learning redundant patterns at the end of the presentation of the list also decreases performance (slightly) on the earlier part of the list. In the psychological data only the recency part of the serial position curve shows noticeable deterioration of rzcaii.
Using redundant learning to modei the disappearance of recency is more reminiiscent of a two-system model explanation (where the most recent items are held in a short-term buffer) than an interference theory explanation. In our model the recency part of a serial position curve has a fixed capacity from which items are displaced; this is a possible interpretation of the idea of a short-term buffer in the two system model.
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In more complex delay experiments we could not successfully model pauses by redundant activity, as we could for delayed free recall, see section 4.1. Since the model does not include time explicitly it cannot be used to model trace decay theories of memory or the effect of changing presentation rates. The modelling of presentation rates, delays between items and explicit reheanal phenomena will require an active mechanism for rehearsal (taking y > 1 to achieve primacy could be considered as passive cumulative rehearsal). We attempted to model the learning of lists composed of different groups of items by using correlated patterns of activity. The results (section 4.2j show good agreement with the data on release from proactive inhibition experiments (and also for the von Restorff effect). The spproximate signal-to-noise analysis in section 5 gives an adequate qualitative description of the behaviour of the model. That the network behaves in such a similar way to the experimental data suggests (i) that internal repesentations of presented items wuld be stored in an analogous way in the brain, and (ii) that internal representations of similar items are themselves simllar. However, this model rases many questions of the pre-and post-processing of internal representations that we have assumed. We will address some of these below.
It should be noticed that leaming pattem of activity from scratch when they are presented corresponds to the learning of previously unseen items rather than to the recognition of known items. The more complicated psychological experiments involving different types of item show the strongest effects where groups of words are differentiated by their meaning. Xvo similar (i.e. correlated) patterns of activity in our model correspond to items with similar internal representations. We have assumed only that similar items will have similar internal representations. We cannot address the question: in which way were the items similar?
The network often relaxes to the ancestor pattern of a category during recall.
The interpretation of this purely in tenns of a release from proactive inhibition experiments is difficult. We would like the output of the model to be actual patterns or mistakes, not categories (otherwise we must assume even more about the postprocessing in recall: for example, we might assume that a pattem IS picked at random from the category). This could perhaps be achieved with another layer of processing as described in [34].
A related problem is that of comparing the 'recall overlap' in the network with psychological data which shows the percentage of correctly recalled items. The likelihood of correctly recalling an item must depend on the how well its internal representation has been stored. However, an explicit model of recall, based on current psychological knowledge of recall, would be more satisfactoy. In this respect the model of Sternberg fast scanning [6] is particularly instructive, although a differem mechanism is required for the experiments described here. What we have considered in this paper is a model of the crude features of list learning, ignoring the mechanims far input and output of data and concentrating only on the storage of the internal representations of items. It is an interference model in that forgetting occurs due to the leaming of other items. The mechanism for primacy (y > 1 in equation (1)) is an implementation of passive cumulative rehearsal and the recency part of the serial position cuwes acts like a short-term buffer.
However, these models differ from the conceptual models of psychology in that their neurobiological implementation is conceivable. They are on a lower level of abstraction.
We feel that more detailed comparison of the mechanisms responsible for the behaviour of all the models mentioned in this paper with the conceptual models proposed in psychology would he profitable. It would be particularly interesting if models of memory got to the stage where more detailed implementation of psychological theodes was possible.
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Appendix
In this appendix, the estimate for p ( z * ) which was used in the discussion in section 5.1 is derived This is done by determining the number of pattems required to make
The dynamical equation for a typical weight, J , ignoring the effect of the bound, the average second moment nf the weights equal to x -2~ is
J ( t + 1) = y J ( t ) + 4 t ) .
This equation is similar to equation (I), except the effect of the bound is ignored, so dropped and q is a random variable which takes values H. The pattem stored at time t determines q. no funciiiion f in iiie above. For su3p;iciry, ihe iii&cies i , j hZye bee:
The solution to this equation is
-1
Assuming tabula rasa, J ( 0 ) = 0 , the average of J ( t ) is zero, and the second moment is p e n by
, -I
. _ (J(t)') = e z c y 2 ' .
*=0
The sum is a simple geometric progression; the result is
